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Book 2 (in date 1 January 2020).

Chapter 1 and only one’s.

Castle of Castel by Castel of the Castles.

Between Italian and French it's possible to say
everyday Castel and means Castle, 

now, living in the same world, what's the problem if
sometimes we use words of other languages too. 

Just, without mix a lot, between so much and  many
languages, in the same time, 

this is not wrong to use diferent words from other
languages too. 

If I say Art and Arte, from the Italian Arte, if I say
Music and Musica from the Italian Musica's, 

if I say something like Castle in Italy we say Castel
and in French too they use to say Castel too. 



Now, if the meaning of some words is around the
same, nothing is very wrong and all is welcome. 

In the explaining of this word in playing, this is so
easy to talk and to have an argument to write and

talk.

All come from the same mom of languages, like
Greeks or Roman Latin too,

in other case, all is around the variation of words,
now, Castel's so used some much times and looking

at...

looking the playing of words, the rule of "el" or "le",
this is not very important, 

in the pronunciation both, Castel and Castle is and
are so easy, all like the sound of CASTL, 

this is not so far, this is like the real pronunciation, 

just for a not wrong variation of this word, 

all is good to have another argument to talk, to share
and to compare too. 



Between my time and between my wait of something
of nice on my frst day of the new year, 

I can write here some chapters, always to share my
style and to have something to write and talk. 

In my other book, I had time to talk a bit of the
Castle around my small country city, 

the Castle’s sitting on the much more high part of
the last volcano of the place. 

Still it's possible to see ruing of walls and of some
small towers of stones and rocks too.

When I was so younger, always I had time to take a
ride and to go around the very older Castle of the

place, 

to see all our area over and over anything in the
much more high part of the last volcano. 

How much was wonderful to come and go around the
ruins, this is so easy to understand how much the 

curiosity to see something of diferent in my past,
when I was very younger, 



was all like playing to be expert on history and
castles too. 

Looking how was the building and the stranger
rooms all underground like caves on. 

Never we had time to see something of very special
like a treasure, 

in each case, the curiosity was very much. 

Anytime, to go on the very old castle of the 1000s
and around, 

was very nice, to see tunnels and caves between walls
and to try 

and try to understand how was the original one. 

Maybe, if the Castle wasn't so full of ruins, all around
destroyed from the years, 

some can imagine lots of warriors on and any kind of
imagination too. 

If you try to have an idea of a Middle Ages area, with
ruins, 



you can play with your fantasy too, to create a story
to write, 

like a story of Kings and Queens, like battles and like
the history of the Island.

When the fantasy plays with the real too, when the
lost Kingdom is… etc… etc… 

when the lost Kingdom is another story to write a
book. 

For funny too... maybe!

Stories of Kings and Queens of the very small castle
too. 

Some had time to renew the ruins too, to let see the
structure, 

the give a shape on the lost shape too. 

Because nothing project on hands to see the
original...

And talking of the playing EL or LE on Castle and
Castel, 

in Sardinia we have Castel Sardo, 



you can see it written like Castelsardo and in the
same case, 

the meaning... is Sardinian Castle.

By the way, our Castle of the place is not like the
Castle of Castel Sardo, 

how much we miss the shape... it's possible to
understand.

All around... and around, around and around... you
will see the very nice place 

in any case, on both too, from the towers and from
the walls of both. 

Maybe if someone is tourist, to take time on both
Castles to see the place around, 

maybe this is very fne, good experience’s to see a
new and old place too. 

A similar playing of words too, just to take time, this
is like Candle, in Italian we say Candela, 

sometimes on poems we say "Candel" in a diferent
style of language, 



now, between Candle and Candel, the Italian is much
more near to the pronunciation of the

original word Candle, this is like to say CANDL on
pronunciation... 

Oh yeah... Castle and Castel and Candle with Candel
too... 

All so funny and just playing words. 

Some people know very well, some others don't know
very well something like that, 

to talk of similar sounds of words, on pronunciation
and on written words, 

sometimes it's good to let remember how to write,
also, where comes from a diferent version too. 

Sometimes, always and always, we use to use french
words too, 

also, in Italian to write poems the language of poems
this isn't like the other styles too. 

We add or leave vowels like the English
pronunciation too sometimes... 

We come from the same mom of languages and this
is very easy to fnd similar words. 



Talking of the Castle of the place, when I was
younger, always the best has been to take the bike,

to ride the bike for some Km and to see new places
around the country...

Without other to go and to do anywhere, the bike has
been the frst one to use for younger as I was. 

Sure, wasn’t like to be knights in the nights, riding
bike and nor horses and nor motors, just bikes for

younger. 

To ride the bike was like to be the knight in the
place, in the younger games mean...

It’s possible to understand that the costume wasn’t
like the knight for us, always and always jersey and

jeans for the age.

Look, I write costume to let see how much we have
similar words in use, like costume, this is similar to

the Italian use of costume, like dress and clothes too,
the costume of knight, full of iron on, 

with or without sword, playing words, like Costume
in this language and costume in Italian too, always,
always and always, this is like to play the game of

words, with words like swords to be winners of words
with the sword of the word.  Like to say (usi e

costumi) uses and costumes.

Yes… the Castle, mines all around, the life of each
miner on works,   tunnels and caves in the same



mountain, with the Castle of rocks and stones and on
stones too. 

Caves from mines, each machine of the ruin of mines
too, footprints of last workers on, destroyed villages

of workers and all made with the same stones of
rocks of the mines.

Like the stone age’s! 

All made and built with stones, rocks and all with the
same color of the miner… just to say, just to give a
meaning, a place with the same shape and color of
the same and same rocks and stones of the same

place. 

When the place is poor, the place has only the one
material in use from the place, one only stone color
and one only rock to use, to do anything, objects for

any use and for chairs too.

Like the old throne of King, the forgotten King of
Rocks and Stones. 

And why to play words at the time!

Or better…

Why to play words at the time?

Answering, because this is nice to be ready to explain
and to describe with this fnd style, looks like to a

story for younger, in the same time, this is a story for
anyone, in a place of stones, like the stone book, like

the stone age without an end!



If someone is ready to remember how to dream, to
let fy the mind too, to see all with the strong power

of a story, now, if you can imagine a place, with a
inactive volcano, a Castle, mines around, houses of
miners, ruins and groves around the volcano, now it
looks like a normal mountain, nor so taller, nor so

small, just the very old and same place for our
people, always a new place for the new one too.

Yes, between the bike and going around in the
younger age, was so easy to fnd people, to see any
kind of farm, farmers and animals anywhere, some

dogs too, sometimes, not very kind dogs, because so
stray dogs, sometimes skinny too. So hungry of

anything, of bikes too, full of hungry of stones and
rocks too as lunch!

My celebration for the frst day of the year… here is…
on my book!

This is like to drive free and very free, always, the
best season to make any kind of experiences here…

oh…

The spring has been always the best, with the smell
of the fowers, between the sunny days and a bit of
rain too, with a sunshine to give the good warm to

ride the bike and to go anywhere in the place, in the
country.



When the modern world leave horses to people, come
back the same and old crazy bike, this is not like to
have horses… to ride… needs to work so much and

when the wind is on face! 

Hey… when you arrive on your destination… let we
know! 

Just to make a comment… in our land anyone was
ready to have horses, to ride too… the modern times
and modern life, etc… this is like to say… bicycle and
bicycle… to ride when you are tired to use a bicycle
too! To go where too! To have the pink t-shirt of the

town!

Yeah… how much the world is wonderful! How much
the life is funny too in the younger age… the older

own and teach to ride the bike for younger and never
more horses to ride for any age… 

Let you imagine… a knight in costume and he is
riding a bicycle and not a very good horse… 

Like funny knight of the Era’s. 

In this story we haven’t only something:



-the Prince and Princess in love and looking for a
kingdom to build  the castle with the name Castel Di

Fantasy… 

Yeah! Castle of the Fantasy of anyone. 

Just ruins, rocks and stones… and an old place!

How many chapters to say Miner area, miner zone… 

If you had time to walk between mines, maybe you
know how much  this work is not kind on the life of
someone, how was very hard for some people, you

can understand… And people were all workers of the
mines around a country place. 

To have a salary, to work on farms for free and
dreaming a salary, all around the same place, the
same old place near to the older destroyed castle.

How many year I don’t go anymore on the inactive
volcano, if I remember well, many years ago, I had

time to go on, to see each archaeological structures
and in the same time, comparing the books with

stories and information around the archaeological
place. 

A forgotten story, a missed story and a never
remembered story too. In your life, maybe never you
had time to know who was in the castle as knight, or
like a Prince, or all about the life on castle court, in

the courtyard and knights of the kingdom too.



Etc… etc… 

See you next book…

Regards 

By Esu Marco (16 December 1973)


